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Dear 
 
Thank you for your information request of 14 March 2018.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
I would like any internal communications, to include letter, memos, notes, e-mails, report,
draft report and any other communication between: ACC Employees including - ACC officers /
managers/ employees/ executives/councillors, In relation to the Aberdeen Football Club
application for a stadium / training facilities as covered by application 170021: Between the
Planning Department and any other department or internal person; Roads Development
Management Department and any other department or internal person;Economics
department and any other department or internal person ;Environmental Department and
any other department or internal person. 
 
internal correspondence between officers in the following departments in relation to
application 170021 : Economics Department ,Roads Development Management Department
,Environmental Department, Planning and Sustainable Development Department.
 
Any internal correspondence between officers in any of these departments and the Head of
Planning, Chief Executive, and the Director of Communities, Housing and Infrastructure in
relation to application 170021:  Economics, Planning and Sustainable Development , Roads
Development Management Department;  Any internal correspondence between any of these
parties in relation to planning application 170021: Angela Scott , Eric Owens, Bernadette
marjoram, Mark Reilly, Richard Sweetman, Jamie Coventry, Gavin Evans, Garfield Prentice,
Mark Wilkie.  
 
Any correspondence to /from any sitting councillor in relation to planning application 170021
and Angela Scott , Eric Owens, Bernadette marjoram, Mark Reilly, Richard Sweetman, Jamie
Coventry, Gavin Evans, Garfield Prentice, Mark Wilkie.  All the above requests are for the
period 1st January 2017 to 29th January 2018
ACC is unable to provide you with information on as it is excepted from disclosure. In order to
comply with its obligations under the terms of Regulation 13 of the EIRs, ACC hereby gives
notices that we are refusing your request under the terms of Regulation 10(4)(b) – Manifestly
Unreasonable – of the EIRs.
 
In making this decision ACC considered the following points:
 
The information requested by the Applicant:
ACC holds information related to planning application 170021/DPP, including written
correspondence (emails, letters, documents) submitted by Aberdeen FC and its representatives
and between AFC (and it representatives) and employee and Members of ACC and between
employees and/or Members. The information is held for the purpose for assessing and



processing that planning application.
 
The information sought is potentially held by –
 
- the Chief Executive and support staff;
- the interim Director of CHI and support staff;
- the interim Head of Planning and Sustainable Development (P&SD) and support staff;
- potentially all/or at least several officers within the following P&SD teams – Development
Management, Environmental Policy, Development Planning, Roads Development Management,
Applications Support Team, Public Transport Unit, Transportation Strategy & Programmes, over
and above those specifically identified in the information request;
- Numerous other Council Services including Economic Development, Environmental Health,
Contaminated Land Unit, Flooding & Coastal Protection, Asset Management, Waste Strategy,
City Centre Masterplan Team, Legal & Democratic Services and Committee Services
- All Elected Members (this could also potentially include correspondence held for Elected
Members who did not return to office after the May elections, if held).
 
The information is held: on the planning portal on the Council’s website (under planning
application 170021/DPP); in email accounts; and potentially in shared and personal computer
drives/folders. There is potential for information to be contained in written notes and diaries.
The broad nature of the information request is such that the information sought has various
uses, but in general terms it relates to the submission, consideration and determination of a
single application for planning permission (ref 170021/DPP), including associated administrative
arrangements relating to the scheduling and management of two pre-determination hearings
and a special council meeting. The information relied upon by the planning authority in
determining the application is publicly available via the planning portal.
 
The time and resources required:
The request made covers a period of more than a year. Its scope would include (i) all
correspondence internal to ACC and (ii) correspondence between all ACC officers and elected
members.
 
The broad nature of the request is such that ACC must consider the number of parties who
could be expected to have engaged in correspondence in relation to this matter. Planning is not
a Council function which is contained exclusively within a single service, as consultation is
commonly undertaken with teams across the organisation with particular areas of
interest/expertise. For a planning application of a lesser scale, this might involve only a few
people, largely contained within the Planning & Sustainable Development service. In the context
of the AFC application at Kingsford, the application is defined as a ‘Major’ application by the
relevant legislation, and the nature of the proposal is such that it necessitated a broad spectrum
of both statutory and non-statutory consultation across the Council and with other external
consultation bodies (as specified in the report to Full Council on 29th January). In responding to
consultations on a planning application of this scale and complexity, internal teams such as
Environmental Health and Roads Development Management would normally involve multiple
officers (e.g. before finalising a Roads Development Management response, officers within that
team would often consult with colleagues with other roads and transportation remits, including
Transport Strategy and Traffic Management), with further correspondence between those
parties before a formal response is finalised. The result is that no one officer would be capable



of providing this information in its entirety and therefore searches would need to be undertaken
by a large number of parties and the results cross-referenced in order to provide the
information sought.
 
Additionally, all necessary officers would be required to search through their notebooks/diaries
over the last 13 months for any notes taken in meetings, for letters, draft reports etc.
 
The impact of the request of ACC’s Core Operations:
The main concern with this request is that it would involve such a large number of individuals
across the service that the burden of providing the information requested would affect a
number of different teams, with different duties and functions. These would include, but are not
limited to the following:
 
Development Management, Development Plan, Roads Development Management, and
Environmental Policy teams within Planning & Sustainable Development.
 
These teams are responsible for the delivery of statutory planning functions relating to the
determination of planning and listed building applications; the delivery, monitoring and review
of Aberdeen’s Local Development Plan; role as a consultee in relation to planning applications
with implications for roads and transportation matters; role as a consultee in planning
applications raising environmental issues, including consideration of surveys relating to
protected species and assessment of impacts on national environmental designations and the
process of Habitats Regulations Appraisal.
 
The wide-ranging searches to be undertaken would take staff resource away from the
consideration of applications for planning permission, listed building consent and other forms of
consent, with the quality of service delivered to individual applicants suffering as a result.
Officers would have less time to consider and assess proposals within the statutory periods, and
would be diverted from the core business of preparing reports and the authorisation/review of
those reports from senior officers. Statutory periods for determination of such applications are
set by legislation, however those can be extended by agreement with applicants.
 
Aberdeen City Council, in its role as planning authority, is monitored on performance, with
quarterly returns submitted to the Scottish Government in relation to average time taken to
determination and other Key Performance Indicators. The Scottish Government has in recent
years raised the possibility of a portion of the income from planning application fees being
withheld from local authorities who are not seen to be performing adequately, so there is
potentially a link between declining performance and Council finances.
 
The broad scope of this information request is such that it would require the involvement of a
large number of officers across the organisation, with various different areas of responsibility. It
has been estimated that the cumulative time taken, and associated expense in terms of staff
cost, would be excessive and disproportionate. This would prejudice officers’ ability to provide a
good public service in their respective areas of work, which include a number of statutory
functions. The wider public interest would be served by refusing this request and offering advice
in terms of narrowing the focus of the request in order to reduce the burden that it would place
upon the authority and its ability to carry out its day-to-day work.
 



The agenda and other committee papers for the Special Meeting of Council on 29th January can
be found at:  https://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?
CId=122&MId=6092&Ver=4
 
Documents relating to the application, including correspondence issued by the applicants and
their appointed planning, architectural, transportation, engineering and legal representatives,
can be found on the planning portal, along with documents lodged in support of the application
and the various consultation responses from third parties (including internal and external
sources). These can be found at:
https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-applications/simpleSearchResults.do?
action=firstPage
 
ACC would be happy to discuss way in which you may refine your request, so we can provide
some information of interest to you. For example, by reducing the time period you are
interested in, or by reducing the number of officers required to search (perhaps focusing on one
or some named officers i.e. the relevant case officer, the Head of Service etc).
 
It may also be helpful if you could clarify your request more specifically. This can be done by
reducing the scope of the request or by providing us with keywords you would like us to search
on. Please do contact the Information Compliance team, who will be happy to advise you, if this
is something you would like to pursue.
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Grant Webster
Information Compliance Officer
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
As the information which you requested is environmental information, as defined under
Regulation 2(1) of the Environmental Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (the EIRs), ACC
considered that it was exempt from release through FOISA, and must therefore give you notice
that we are refusing  your request under Section 39(2) of FOISA (Freedom of Information
(Scotland) Act 2002).  However, you have a separate right to access the information which you
have requested under Regulation 5 of the EIRs, under which ACC has handled your request.
Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about your rights under the EIRs.
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